Abstract. EDEN, a famous garden, is also an acronym for the Electronic Democracy European Network, a project involving a consortium of public administrations (local authorities), academic institutions and technology companies. The thirty-month project aims to improve communication between the administrations and citizens in decision-making processes to do with urban planning, and at time of writing is in the transition from`requirements analysis' to implementation of a software toolkit. The EDEN project is concerned, amongst other things, with the mobility of messages to and from urban planning officers in public administrations. Mobility, that is, from people`outside' a city administration to people`inside' it via a website, a virtual place from where messages are to be routed to a correct destination. The planning of virtual urban places is a new concern for both urban planners and systems designers working to implement`information society' initiatives. These two occupations and research fields share similar methodologies, models, and artifacts used to intervene in the practices of their clients. This paper describes how the practices through which planning is made political have been represented in the`requirements analysis' of the EDEN toolkit. The politics of the project do not just lie in its objective, the reconfiguring of`virtual' political geographies in parallel with the`real'. The distinctions made between virtual and real politics are themselves political. Setting aside any essential differences between the two, we will look instead at the politics of representation and representations embedded in the EDEN project and software. Painter and Philo, 1995; Thrift, 1996) . Actor-network approaches (Latour, 1987; Law, 1987; Law and Mol, 2001 ) provide a vocabulary for describing the mobility of the citizens'`voice in decisionmaking' as it becomes represented in and through the sociotechnical networks of the project. Mostly we will be concerned with the translation of those voices, the new relations between political representation, the online representation of views, and questions of representativeness that are implicated in sustaining EDEN's development.
Most of all we will be concerned with the question`where are the politics?' For the purpose of this paper we will use`politics' to mean choices pertaining to the status or influence of people and things. Even with this broad definition, that may seem a strange question to ask of`e-democracy', a field that normally grafts political science onto the body of research concerning information, communication, and technology. Politics are easy to find in the literature on`virtual communities' (Rheingold, 1994) and, not least, the`information society' (Noveck, 1999) . E-democracy typically harnesses new technology in general and the Internet in particular to political aims that have been usefully reviewed by Bryan et al (1998) . However, the politics described in much of the e-democracy literature are located at the end of a trajectory, expressed in terms of broad political aims that are hard to pin down to changes in practice, since practices are rarely described. Unfortunately, few published evaluations give examples of the particular parts played by technology in urban development, or any unintended or paradoxical outcomes relating to the practices that are intended to be supported [Thrift (1996) , though see Whyte and Macintosh (2001) for an example relating tò transparency' in public consultation].
The`political' issues we focus on here include some that have been made so far in the project, and some that affect the forthcoming evaluation of the EDEN software toolkit. As we will describe in more detail later, the object of EDEN is to deploy capabilities in computational linguistics, shaped into`natural language processing modules' that provide the building blocks of a software toolkit. The toolkit is to be integrated into the existing technical and social infrastructure sustaining city councils' e-democracy websites and citizens' participation initiatives in five cities. The partners in the project are`users' of the information technology, communications, or planning departments of the city administrations of Antwerp, Bologna, Bremen, Vienna, and a consortium of Polish towns and cities represented by Nisko, and`suppliers', software companies Yana Research and Omega Generation, whose specialities include the field of applied computational linguistics known as natural language processing (NLP), and Public Voice Lab who specialise in research and development of new media in the public sector. Academic partners are the University of Bremen informatics research group TZI, the Osvaldo Piacentini Archive, and the authors, whose prime role in the project is in the stages of`requirements analysis' and`evaluation'.
Once tested, deployed on city websites, and successfully evaluated, the software toolkit is meant to address certain technopolitical issues that are commonly used as the basis of e-democracy experiments. The main issue is that citizens everywhere seem disconnected from the administrations that govern them, or participate in the politics of planning decisions only when`options' have already become`facts', owing in part to the remoteness and opacity of decisionmaking and the incomprehensibility of related planning documents. The assumed infrastructure for EDEN is one in which citywide intranets or civic networks seem to offer near ubiquitous access from home, public terminals, and mobile handsets. It is hoped that these provide access for the purposes of making enquiries and having these responded to competently. Improving access, comprehension, and procedural transparency should lead (so the argument goes) to greater participation in planning and acceptance of plans by the`ordinary citizen'.
The project clearly has a political objective, to be reached through the production of objects or resources for enhancing the routine political processes that surround urban planning. In the foreground of the project's`deliverables' are software objects, but there are also literary ones: specifications, integration and exploitation plans, manuals, presentations, and so forth. Constructing, interpreting, and orchestrating these objects are all sources of politics, a series of translations through which interests become negotiated between human actors and into things (Latour, 1987) . That is a common theme in sociotechnical studies, and a description of the project's unfolding through plans and action might be an interesting story in itself. In this paper we cannot claim to report`the whole story' or unravel all of its complexities. What we do claim is that the politics of EDEN's trajectory are interesting because of their complexities, and because these complexities are likely to be a recurring feature of similar projects. In common with much of the`social shaping of technology' literature (for example, Latour, 1997) we are concerned with the heterogeneity of human and nonhuman actors whose interests need to be aligned for long enough to sustain a new set of relations between them. The difference that we suggest makes EDEN and e-democracy projects like it both interesting and problematic is that the actors shown in figure 1 already have that as a professional concern.
Software designers contracted to, planners and communications officers employed by, and representatives elected to city council are each concerned with shaping physical and`virtual' objects: designs, plans, guides for citizens, and policy documents. These actors each need to collaborate to produce these objects, and the objects in turn have to engage diverse other actors, whose views need to be weighed up and the consequences assessed. These other actors öthe citizen^user^customers, their public, have their views codified to support the claims of the first, represented in reshaped plans, specifications, and designs. But EDEN's construction depends on these objects being calibrated so as to orchestrate the various other actors whose interests are to be aligned. And not only that, but the particular object they are trying to shapeöa toolkit that the public can use on the Internet to participate in decisionmaking, must continually reproduce in electronic form the very same alignment that is needed to bring the tool into existence in the first place. That is, in figure 1 the arc labelled 2 depends on the smaller arcs labelled 1 becoming aligned. So in describing the project's trajectory we need to focus on actors' methods, and the similarities and differences between them. On a first reading, in the next section of the paper, these similarities appear strong but without substance. As we describe the EDEN project in the later sections, we will describe some of the complexities of connecting them.
The methods we are talking about are methods of representation, formalised to varying degrees. As such they are also methods of translation, transforming interests expressed in one form into another that could interest someone else (Latour, 1987) . Our focus is first on representations that are commonly used in requirements analysis for information systems design, namely scenarios and questionnaires. Second, we look at the representational work that the EDEN toolkit claims to do; the translations that it is intended to perform on citizen's methods of representing themselves to planning authorities. Our discussion of the politics of the incipient EDEN toolkit focuses on evaluation issues around three of the seven proposed tools. The first is intended to support the`routing' of enquiries between citizens, political representatives, and planning officers of city administrationsöby working out from an enquiry written in natural language (English, Flemish or Dutch, German, and Italian), and descriptions of offices also written in natural language, what the best matches between them are. The second is intended to retrieve documents and maps that match locations expressed in natural language by a website user. The third, to which these and others are to be integrated, is to support`electronic consultation' by providing an online discussion forum with opinion polling features. Each of these tools, then, is also a method of translation. Transient interests and needs (for example, answers to a question) are to be translated from the natural language they were expressed in into another set of texts (or maps) that meet those interests. The actors here are NLP software modules, and for them to work, their methods need to be aligned with those of citizen^users and with the human administration officers who normally handle communication with them. This entails politics, questions about the status or influence of people and things öquestions that also arise in EDEN's requirements analysis.
Participation in planning and virtual urban places
We have more to say later about citizens' participation in EDEN, via participation as users' in the software's requirements analysis. Our own role in the project has been to provide the instruments for that work, and document their use by partners in the city administrations of Antwerp, Bologna, Bremen, Nisko, and Vienna. The focus of this paper reflects our background in researching and designing systems for political purposes and academic ends. That motivates our claim to find similarities between the participatory methods of systems design and planning. That claim is the focus of this section, which is short partly because the planning of virtual urban places is a new concern of political administrations, urban planners, and of systems designers.
Public involvement in local planning and governance, initiated by planners either directly or through communications units and consultancies using`participatory' methods has gained currency as a means to enhance representative local democracy (Lowndes et al, 1998) . According to the OECD, many of its member governments are seeking ways to`complement' representative democracy with varying means of consultation, which it says rests on``the prior definition by government of the issue on which citizens' views are being sought''. By contrast national policymaking features rare efforts to foster participation;``a relationship based on partnership with government in which citizens actively engage in defining the process and content of policy-making'' (OECD, 2001, page 2). Shifts in the political makeup of government have long marked the disputed ground on which urban planners conceive their own notions of consultation and participation (Arnstein, 1969) . Generally, though, public rights to consultation have become institutionalised through the instruments jointly wielded by elected representatives and planners, that is, their committee structures, public hearings, and exhibits. Methods of participation have a more marginal history of experimentation with, for example, citizens' juries (for example, Renn et al, 1995) . In either case, interventions are increasingly fronted by public relations and communications consultants, who bring their own interest in`knowing the customer' (Thomas, 1996) .
The possibilities that information and communication technologies offer as resources for`enhancing' participation are allied to changes in the planning profession, reviewed by Cecchini (1999) . A discipline rooted in a reformist and utilitarian world view, from which cities could be designed on Fordist lines using models of scientific rationality, has changed profoundly. The planner``is no longer only principally a planner, but is also a consultant, an expert in information and communication systems, an expert in GIS for analysis and for management, an evaluator and a negotiator'', with negotiation foremost among the professional capabilities valued by planners themselves (page 153). These changes in conceptions of what planning is for and about are intertwined with technological change in the objects and instruments of investigation and intervention, and an increase in specialisation. These are such that`i nstruments of analysis which use computers will be able to study regional situations that are also largely`sustained' by and comprised of computers with extremely unforeseeable short-term effects'', to such an extent that``confusion between reality and virtuality could indeed become a very real danger'' (page 155). Among the changes in working practices that have ensued are``analogous to what has happened to literary composition ... the opportunity to continually modify projects at all levels of detail makes the process of planning less straightforward, intrinsically temporary and more transient.'' Furthermore,``it is at last possible to realise actual and effective participation in planning and evaluation, especially via the use of computer communication systems'', and so``the participation of the commissioning client is longer restricted to the definitional phase of the project, while the user's involvement is not restricted to the evaluation phase. Rather the various roles are mixed, and the planner is no longer left on his/her own'' (page 155).
These remarks highlight the performative role of the`virtual' representations of cities produced by the planners' software. Their representations are not passive descriptions, referents to a singular reality that emerges unchanged from the act of representation, but part of the work that goes into (re)making realities. The people and institutions that constitute the planner's client may use the maps, models, and metaphors that planner and software produce to participate in recreating`real' places (for example, Arias et al, 1997) , perhaps representing themselves through a`virtual public place' to make their voice heard (for example, Kingston, 1998) . That is part of the rationale for numerous`digital city' projects, which Aurigi and Graham (1998, page 66) describe as``a diverse range of efforts to harness the potential of the Internet for supporting various combinations of local democracy and discourse development, urban marketing and`regeneration', new types of electronic municipal service delivery, local inter-firm networking, and social and community development.'' These vary considerably from`single promotional web pages' to those that present spatial metaphors of various forms: for example, maps, arrangements of thematic`public squares', or simulated three-dimensional representations of buildings.
Even the minimal digital city, the`single promotional web page', tells us that these are governed and controlled spaces that have a preferred audience, specifically one that is to be attracted to a`real' place. Local governments govern many such digital cities, and in doing so perform political work in excluding some aspects of city life that they deem unattractive. So, as Aurigi and Graham note,``crime reports are never among the topics covered and information and debate about other typical urban problems such as pollution, racial and social tensions, and levels of poverty are usually ignored'' (1998, page 66). And so too are people, because``a common characteristic of many virtual towns seems to be a relative uni-directionality and the lack of opportunity for genuine interaction and discourse ... web cities can be considered to be`public' services but they do not look very much like`public space' '' (page 68). Projects like EDEN intended to`enhance participation' do so on the claim that they can promote such discourse. Our point here, though, is that digital cities are invested with the task of doing political and cultural work: indicating who they want to attract, more or less constraining what citizens can or cannot do, and legislating what consequences those actions may have on the`real' environment. Digital city spatial metaphors are, as described above, socially and culturally shaped and in turn frame the interactions that go on`in' them. These may again lead to the reframing of both the virtual spaces and the real ones that they and the discourse that goes on in them are related to.
We have not given much attention yet to how this social shaping occurs, or what spatial metaphors of cities have to do with place, that is, if these are`virtual places' for performing politics, what are their material origins and what are their political consequences? In what sense does the virtual^real distinction constitute a problem for planners? The digital city may be political in the representations of people and activties it includes and excludes, but the term seems to suggest the politics start and stop there, becoming`virtual' in the interactions of citizens on a website, which are then effortlessly transformed into`real' politics again by (for example) planning officers. We will come to a different conclusion after first looking for politics in the design of urban e-democracy and its`virtual places'.
Participatory systems design and ethnography
The previous section has painted a rather rosy picture, as in figure 1, where virtual places for planning real places get constructed through the mutual interest of elected representatives, planners, and communications consultants. The interest in fostering participation also extends, it would seem, to systems designers. Participatory design has, as we discuss in this section, its own history and politics. It has influenced the range of skills and research fields brought to bear on the design of complex systems, with changes paralleling those in the planning profession. Project planning has sought to tie the conceptualising, development, and evaluation of systems to interorganisational goals, process, culture, and context. As well as accounting for these features, designers of information systems use increasingly sophisticated computer-based modelling techniques and networks to model and`reengineer' systems for use on the same networks. And, as in planning, system design methodologies increasingly seek participation of`the users' at all stages of projects from their definition to their evaluation (see, for example, Bannon 1997).
Politics and principles of democracy have long played a significant and explicit part in the development of participatory design (Muller et al, 1993) . Bjerknes and Bratteteig (1995) have traced this to debates about the relationship between work and democratic values in Scandinavia around 1960. Initiated by the Norwegian trade unions in particular, the approach sought workers' influence on the deployment of technology in workplaces, which was seen as a means of strengthening democracy in general and the workplace in particular. In the period to the early 1980s this developed a`toolbased' approach in which systems were seen as extensions of workers' accumulated knowledge about tools and materials in a given work process. More recently it has become common for mainstream systems design methodologies to use the terminology of`user involvement', to conceive of systems as`tools', to use scenarios as a means of concretising' design concepts, and of prototyping as a means of eliciting knowledge about working practices.
Some parallels with planning seem obvious, then. But systems design researchers have sought to align their methods with other actors, on the grounds that`participatory' methods alone may not be enough to tame their errant technology. The move of participatory methods into the mainstream of systems design has been traced to several factors, notably a concern for design quality, or the lack of it in traditional methods. Systems design practitioners increasingly acknowledged that`users' are heterogeneous, and do not conform to the models and controlled experimentation of the psychology lab (Kuutti, 1995) . Neither, however, do systems, or the settings they are designed for, and consequently ethnographic methods have been deployed in researching the`fit' between systems and the contexts in which they are used. This is particularly true of research into systems designed to support collaborative activity across organisations, in the field of computer supported cooperative work (CSCW). Here ethnographic studies, particularly those informed by ethnomethodology (for example, Crabtree et al, 2000; Suchman, 1987) , have been both academically influential and used in commercial settings. From both angles they have provided a way of seeing workplaces and organisations that has unpacked mechanistic notions of organisational planning and action, shedding light on institutional practices and supporting innovation in them. That`way of seeing' involves holding back from grand theoretical explanations of social structure, so as to describe how administrative concepts such as`coordination' are practically accomplished through the everyday language and artifacts of members of the settings in which they are applied. The reason for describing such`practical accomplishments' is that they are so much a part of members' taken-for-granted or tacit common knowledge that they go unacknowledged and unarticulated when members are themselves asked about their practice (or when analysts explain those practices according to a priori social structures or forces). Making collaborative technology usable becomes an increasingly social question, because the designers who must answer it need a detailed understanding of how people coconstruct their world.
The growing use of participatory methods in designing democratic institutions, and in city planning as an institution, has not so far yielded many case studies of ethnography complementing (or critiquing) them. But those reported from the systems design field demonstrate a tension between producing an ethnographic representation of`how things are' and the design task of modelling`how things should be' (for example, Rogers, 1997) . Creative efforts to bridge this descriptionp rescription gap often combine ethnographic participant^observation with thè observant^participation' advocated in Scandinavian approaches to participatory design (Greenbaum and Kyng, 1991) . Planners and systems designers seem to share the objects and instruments of participation, but there are differences that we can relate to the as-is/as-should-be tension. The question of`who should take part', a political one, has had different answers for these actors. As in planning, the politics are partly those of representation, although in participatory systems design that has historically involved politics of workplace representation. In the workplace, for systems designers the`who should take part' question is likely to be answerable in terms of`whoever is normally involved in the work'. That is, if there is work to be supported then there are likely to be people with relevant skills and experience of it who can and will impart their knowledge of it. However, digital city design will implicate the skills and experiences of many more people than are typically found in one workplace. For the public relations consultant and planner alike, the`who should take part' question may be framed by planning statutes and regulations that accord people a right to be consulted, based on their citizenship and geographical interest. But beyond that, participation in planning entails conflicting questions of access to participation by those most interested in being represented, or by those most statistically representative of the population's demography (Thomas, 1996) .
Digital city websites are accorded a new role in this contest. A common rationale for deploying technology to promote public participation, by moving it onto the Internet, is that in the more conventional public planning meetings`the wrong people' participate, and technology will remove barriers to`more representative' others participating. Among the barriers to be moved are some of those associated with the places that consultation is practised in. Commenting on the UK planning system, for example, Kingston (1998) says that traditional public participation:`.
.. is often in an atmosphere of`them and us' with the authoritative decision makers holding all the knowledge, expertise, and information, more often than not positioned on a platform with the general public down below in a less favourable physical and psychological position. It is often the case in these more traditional settings that a vocal minority (activists) dominate the public's viewpoint with many individual citizens hesitating to express their concerns and opinions ... . The use of the WWW [World Wide Web] in such situations has the potential to break down some of the barriers to participation by taking away certain psychological elements which the public face when expressing their points of view at public meetings'' (emphasis added). The development of digital cities as places for participation thus involves questions about what people and objects do and should do. These questions may be the grounds for conflict, and how these conflicts get resolved is key to understanding how`participatory' networks get shaped. The barrier-shifting role claimed for e-democracy is a disputed one. For some,``the restless search for new procedures has become a substitute for confronting the failure of existing institutions (such as voting, communicating with policymakers, or becoming involved where apertures exist, for example in the planning process)'' (Owens, 2000 (Owens, , page 1145 , emphasis added). For others, the democratic role for digital cities is circumscribed by`the digital divide', that is, that already`excluded' groups become more so if they lack access to the Internet and the requisite technical skills (see, for example, Loader, 1998) . A common policy response to the relative lower takeup of the Internet among those classed in lower income groups is to provide public Internet access points in schools, libraries, and other public places. Information society policymakers claim this provides an infrastructure for the virtual society, and anticipate the`ubiquity' of computing devices as they become more wireless and mobile or (conversely) physically embedded into city spaces that the public move through (see, for example, the EU Disappearing Computer initiative, http://www.cordis.lu/ist/fetdc.htm). Systems designers seeking to understand the context-of-use now redefine these contexts to include, for example, domestic settings and cafes (Laurier and Whyte, 2001) .
So tied to the question of whether (other, new) people can be motivated to take part in the political practices of planning through the Internet is the question of the mobility of these practices. How, in other words, the actors and artifacts assembled to perform participation in, say, a public meeting or planning office become reassembled in the home, the school, library, or street in such a way as to (re)constitutè participation in planning', enlisting more actors along the way. Questions of how citizens' views are and should be represented are thus tied to questions of how objects (platforms, posters, websites) represent them, giving added weight to Winner's famous question``Do artifacts have politics?'' (Winner, 1980) . As Bowers puts it,`t echnical artefacts can have a political significance not merely because they are open to abuse or misapplication for suspect ends but in a stronger sense: artefacts often (if not always) depend upon specific social relations being in place before they can be used, constructed or even thought of '' (1992, page 233). Objects are routinely inscribed with social capabilities by their designers and users, and such inscriptions have social consequences. The appeal of actor-network approaches is that they provide a vocabulary for describing the complexity of the arrangements necessary to sustain the`social infrastructure' of large information spaces (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) .
So far we have aimed to show that the coincidence of participatory methods among systems designers, politicians, urban planners, and their communications consultants offers no readymade answers to the question of whether digital democracy might improve' participation in planning, or what that improvement might entail. We have suggested that ethnographic methods may help, by attending to the politics of representation and representations that we have claimed are mutually implicated in e-democracy. In the next section we want to show how the EDEN project may serve as an example of this.
EDEN's trajectory: requirements analysis to evaluation EDEN is one of several projects funded under the European Union's Information Society Technologies (IST) Programme to enhance`systems and services for the citizen'. As is normal for such projects, a contract sets out the project objectives (stated earlier) and is the outcome of negotiation between prospective consortium partners and representatives of the EU's IST Directorate-General. As is usual, the contract describes tasks grouped into seven`work packages' each tied to`deliverables' that frame what is to be done, by which partners, and when. It is mainly the`requirements analysis' workpackage that we describe here. We will use the actor-network approach's vocabulary to reflect on our role, although we should point out that it does not constitute part of the methodology we used, and our use of it to trace EDEN's development as a sociotechnical network remains a work-in-progress. The participatory-design approach that we have used combines elements of soft systems methodology (for example, Checkland and Scholes, 1999) and scenario-based design (Carroll, 1995) , which we will offer a brief gloss of below. At time of writing the project is in transition from requirements analysis to`functional specification' (which we will only touch upon) and evaluation, for which we are primarily responsible. It is primarily in this evaluation that we plan to carry out ethnographic studies. Although we therefore have little ethnographic material to report yet, we can draw on previous field studies, particularly some informed by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. Our purpose we should stress is not to debunk the technology (which in any case is still in development) or the premises of the project. Rather we want to develop an understanding of its unfolding politics so that we may better avoid doing`ontological violence' to current practice by artificially limiting the possibilities for the technology's users to manage their interaction (Bowers and Churcher, 1988) .
The requirements analysis
As we noted earlier the EDEN project plan begins with a statement of`problems' relating to public communication with, and participation in, urban planners and their decisionmaking practices. Various needs for improvement are alluded to in the statement of aims, and elaborated on in the plan: consultation procedures could be more accessible, both in the sense that relatively few people are able to attend public meetings or planning offices, and that they find it difficult to understand where to go next in order to follow procedure. Planning documents could be made easier for lay people to get hold of, and understand when they get them. And much of the effort spent by both citizens and authorities in making or responding to enquiries leads to`entropy', energy dissipated to no effect as citizens are passed between departments by officers, neither of whom is sure who the best person is to address their needs. Meanwhile the city administrations involved are investing in public Internet access facilities and in their Internet-based services, which in principle offer a more efficient and effective means for managing communication, customising interaction to meet the variety of interests and demands of the citizenry.
That is a brief summary of the project's working theory, which posits candidate solutions to the problems it has framed, in the form of NLP tools. Again the project plan began with these tools, or rather with their characterisation as`modules' to be integrated into an Internet`toolkit'. That is, a website intended to provide various facilities for citizens to collaboratively make proposals, requests, complaints, and comments. Our task then was typical of requirements analysis: to clarify and elaborate on the objectives, and the activities the toolkit should support. The three activities we want to discuss are illustrated in table 1. The analysis also documented what those activities currently entail, the (human) actors involved in doing them, the citizeǹ customers' who should benefit, the`owners' who control the activities, and their various rationales for seeking improvements of the kind proposed. It also involved documenting the existing technical resources that the toolkit would need to be integrated with, the likely training issues, and a draft set of performance criteria that could be used to judge whether or not toolkit implementation would meet its objectives.
The methods we used to select the`key activities' (and all the attendant detail we have omitted for brevity) drew first from soft systems methodology (for example, Checkland and Scholes, 1999) . This is an approach to collaborative enquiry in the action research tradition, and intended for use in any`problematic situation' that involves`would-be problem-solvers' in reaching an accommodation about feasible and desirable action. The methodology involves, first, modelling`relevant systems of human activity', broadly in the terms used in the paragraph above, while attending to issues that arise from intervening in the situation. In parallel to this, the soft systems analyst seeks an understanding of the interaction between`roles, norms, and values', in terms of how these are expressed by those involved in changing the situation. The methodology adopts techniques that are typical of participatory design: informal discussion and interpretation of documents, plus`rich pictures', a way of depicting the analysts' understanding of`knowledge relevant to changing the problematic situation' so that he/she can test this model against participants' conceptions of what is feasible and desirable (Checkland and Scholes, 1999) We departed from soft systems Table 1 . Some EDEN`modules' and`key activities' they are intended to support.
Key activities Modules
Handling citizen's enquiries Finding someone to answer your questions about planning
Address Guesser Automatic routing of enquiries made by citizens, from a website to department e-mail addresses, by comparing each message with a description of each departments' responsibilities. Answer Tree Support for the management of a`tree' of`frequently asked questions' published on a website.
Representing plans visually for the citizen Visualising the changes planned in your area
Natural Language Map To retrieve maps and linked documents by location references, computed from related locations mentioned in a user's query that he or she enters on a website.
Seeking and representing the voice of the citizen Being consulted and expressing your point of view
Guided Fora/Opinion Polling Discussion forum and opinion polling, linked to maps and documents that relate to plans undergoing public consultation.
methodology by using scenarios to serve the purpose of`rich pictures'. Scenarios are more widely used in participatory design, and in general terms are used to offer a concrete description of the to-be-designed system in use (Carroll, 1995; Kuuti, 1995) . That is, they provide stereotypical depictions of tasks and interaction, usually in narrative form. Our scenarios depicted the social settings, intentions, and resources (Nardi, 1992 ) that we envisaged our would-be actors employing in relation to the activities that our initial enquiries concluded that the EDEN toolkit could support. We concocted a fictional urban development undergoing early public consultation, controversial owing to uncertainties over its environmental impact and the assessment of this. The narrative depicted a woman and her family resident near the planned site making various enquiries about planning permission for a home extension, and voicing concerns about the impact of the larger development. The family's connections with a local councillor and an environmental pressure group feature in the narrative and, in a loosely connected subplot, a business manager struggles to deal with changes to regulations affecting his firm's product line. Two versions were prepared, the first depicting events from the perspective of fictional planners and officers dealing with enquiries and managing consultation procedures, and the second depicting those events from the perspective of the various`citizens'. The scenarios were then used to elicit comments from`external' users/citizens in each city: members of civic groups, young people associated with youth groups, architects, planners, and consultants; and internal' users: officers and managers of planning departments and other offices involved in matters related to planning. We then carried out a claims analysis of the scenarios (Carroll and Rosson, 1992) , that is, we related the benefits and consequences that the scenario claimed EDEN tools could have, to how the scenario readers supported or criticised them, or offered alternative proposals. The results of this were then presented as a set of design propositions about each of the toolkit modules (Erskine et al, 1997) . That is, similarly supported or criticised features of the tools, the motivations ascribed to`users', or the manner in which they acted, were grouped together. These propositions were our conclusions on how the toolkit should be designed, the`organisational issues' that would need to be tackled, and the criteria used to judge its performance. Over thirty propositions were put forward and at time of writing are being translated by the responsible project partners into the`functional specification' of the tools. In parallel with the scenarios, we developed a questionnaire which was placed on the websites of several of the city administrations. This served to establish potential users' current and future uses of communications technology, their interest in the urban planning activities that the toolkit is intended to support, their satisfaction with current communications, and their interest in using Internet tools with the functions proposed. There were 950 responses from self-selected respondents, a tiny proportion of the city populations but nevertheless indicating very favourable views of the tools as described.
Representational politics 1: mobilising the represented
From the bare-bones sketch of the requirements analysis it will be apparent that its purpose was practical rather than theoretical. Or rather it was`practical sociological reasoning' (Sharrock and Button, 1997) tied to the task of`heterogenous engineering' (Law, 1987 ) through which we as intermediaries attempted to imbue the EDEN tools with the purposes of various actors in order to interest them. This work can be seen as the`translation' of interests``at once offering new interpretations of these interests and channelling people in different directions'' (Latour 1987 , page 117). The mobility of actors is key to the ongoing work of actor-networks, and to the politics of their formation. As Latour (1997) has also observed, technologists are like novelists in that their innovations are fictions until they become real. Our scenarios, like all works of fiction, had a preferred audience, and in effect attempted to`configure the user' (Woolgar, 1991) . This audience was constructed in discussions between the project partners to identify`target groups', for example, young people, members of civic associations, and others the city authority representatives envisaged using the EDEN tools. The scenarios then portrayed`users' of the tools engaged in activities that we their authors thought typical of members of those categories, hoping to enlist their support in identifying their interests so as to represent them better. The narratives were produced in English, attempting to portray situations relevantly for the rather different situations in each of the five cities involved, and e-mailed back to our partners. They (literally) translated the scenarios into their native language, and sent them to people they deemed to fit their target groups, whom they visited a short while later in their places of work. The scenarios, having been made mobile by the partners whose local knowledge defined their route, tried to mobilise their readers into the various categories of`target user' set out for them. The scenarios provided a prospective sketch of the network of actors required to make EDEN work, but as a`program of action' in which the decisions were reversible. The network became more aligned (Callon, 1991) through reversing some decisions, converging around an articulated set of`implications' for design, training, and organisational capabilities. One conventional source of`politics' in the requirements analysis is in the extent to which our prospective toolkit users were able to influence the design decisions under consideration. At time of writing these decisions are still a matter of debate within the consortium. The retranslated`design propositions' representing what prospective users would be interested in doing are currently being`harmonised' with the designs expressed by the technical partners.
Some of the would-be-actors, however, refused to be enlisted, unmoved and uninterested by the depiction of`their' interests. This is a feature of the trajectory of any claimed innovation, but what is distinctive here is that the resources used to`gather requirements' were themselves treated as political artifacts. This was most explicitly so for the resource least associated with participatory design, the questionnaire. Placed online on the city websites, the questionnaire was open to be responded to by anyone regardless of whether the administration classed them as belonging to a target group or not. The questionnaire included closed questions that asked respondents to indicate which particular area of each city they lived in, and in so doing indicated that its preferred audience was their residents. As might be expected, though, the responses were not demographically representative, being older and more male than the city populations generally. They were nevertheless deemed politically representative in the sense that they had chosen to express an interest, representing, in effect, likely`early adopters' of the technology. The questionnaire became a political object in a further sense. Approximately 30% responded to the open question``thinking about how the City Administration communicates with people about city planning and the environment, what changes would you most like to see?'' The question sought responses that could position the EDEN technology in relation to the`enhancements' to communication wanted by those citizens who were most interested in it. The strongest demand was for Internet and mobile phone services that would lessen the need to travel in person to the administration's offices. But a high percentage completely rejected the notion of enhancing communication with a political administration they had no faith in. For them, the EDEN tools had become imbued with the characteristics of their representatives, and the questionnaire itself had become a political object.
Representational politics 2: the mobility of representations
The politics of participation in the requirements process are tied with questions of who takes part in defining how communication should be carried out, and how their views get represented. But this communication already has politics: citizens already represent themselves in telephone calls, e-mails, and face-to-face meetings. Their views are then re-presented by records that`flow' through administrations without the assistance of NLP. In earlier sections we identified as-is/as-should-be tensions to be explored ethnographically. So now we turn to some potential`political' issues in the use of the tools as they are currently conceived. As described earlier in table 1, the tools all entail the processing, by computational linguistics technology (NLP tools), of texts. Our concern for the evaluation of the tools is to highlight some implied changes to the mobility and status of those texts, and thereby draw attention to changes in roles of human and nonhuman actors that may otherwise be invisible as`choices' in the design process.
One way to classify the communications that the EDEN tools are to support is to split them into those initiated by`citizens' and those initiated by`administrations', or by actors entitled to act on either party's behalf. So one way of framing the purpose of the tools' would be to improve the efficiency of the workflow of information from its input to enquiry-handling and consultation processes, until its output in the form of plans to be consulted on, questions and complaints responded to, and so on. Perspectives of work as`workflow' are prevalent in systems design. That perspective leads naturally to the objectives of reducing the costs per transaction, while also improving effectiveness by widening the range of places and media that citizens can use to access the relevant people and resources. Our evaluation would then focus on identifying criteria for, and measures of, improvements to efficiency and effectiveness that tie in with those objectives. That is indeed part of our ongoing task, and we may encounter the kinds of organisational politics typical of that endeavour, for example, around how thè ownership' of the technical solution is taken on by current stakeholders. From that perspective we are conscious that``Conflict is inherent in urban design. Each major decision is influenced or carefully monitored by some stakeholders, whereas others who also`hold stakes' ... are reluctant or unable to participate in the decision-making process'' (Arias et al, 1997 , page 1).
The workflow metaphor has similar connotations to the ecological metaphors prevalent in ethnographic studies of workplaces. Workflow approaches typically derive abstract models from business objectives, mapping the organisational roles functionally necessary to achieve these objectives. Ethnographic studies avoid the abstract modelling techniques of workflow analysis, to examine in detail how artifacts are currently used as collaborative resources by members (Bowers et al, 1995) . We could then consider the`ecological' relations between these resources and the ongoing tasks-athand. Through identifying patterns in current practice we may then characterise the differences to future practice entailed by deploying the tools (compare Martin et al, 2001 ). Although we have yet to carry out any substantial field studies in EDEN, ethnographic studies in similar settings provide pointers to relevant evaluation issues. A consistent theme in these studies is the use of paper documents and the relations between their`flow' and practices of annotating them, attaching documents, passing them around, and displaying them so that several people can simultaneously observe what is being done to them. So, for example, Mambrey and Robinson (1997) show how the preparation of political speeches in a German ministry relies on distinctions between public documents and private ones that`officially' do not exist. Maintaining this distinction is contingent on informal practices of handling incoming paper mail so that only those with the name placed above the address are treated as private.
Such subtle distinctions can be lost through the implementation of electronic documents simply because they are part of the taken-for-granted background of work.
What we do know about our settings for citizen^public administration communication is taken from interview and document samples. We know, for example, that, although there is some current use of e-mail, they more usually take place by telephone or face-to-face in settings such as public meetings, or at public enquiry desks. A considerable amount is mediated by architects, consultants, and other planning-related professionals. Also our prospective users expect, to varying degrees, to get assistance in their use of the EDEN tools at public Internet access points. Many tasks associated with planning involve actors referring to documents in the same place and time. The nature of this collaboration will be a focus of our forthcoming evaluation studies, because we currently do not know how the spatial and social arrangements that make for effective collaboration at enquiry desks or in public meetings compare with those at public Internet access points.
Collaboration between toolkit users is to be explicitly represented in the Guided Fora/Opinion Polling module. In common with the NLP methods to be used in the other modules, it provides formalisms for structuring texts written by citizens, that may then be responded to by city planners. An online forum is a formalism in that it provides a vocabulary and rules to operate them, separate elements (`comments' in this case), and certain legal/illegal moves that can be made with them (Bowers, 1992) . As a form of asynchronous computer conferencing' it is also standard practice for`moderators' to judge what it is permitted to say, according to stated rules of conduct. As a mechanism for`electronic consultation' the Guided Fora's integration with the other modules will partly consist of links or navigation routes to consultation`questions',`issues', and documents providing background information. For its prospective users,`integration' is a matter of moving along these virtual routes and finding them to be natural ones, faster and more effective than current routes, and complementary to them. For the planners and administration officers it provides a means to`widen access' to the`ordinary citizen' who may not be able to participate by the conventional routes.
Integration of this tool with planning practice brings some troubles with it, however. Planners expect to be able to identify citizens who participate, at least to the extent of knowing where they come from, and in what category of stakeholder they can be placed. The higher the stakes in the decision, the greater the onus on them to ensure that`participants' are identified. Their methods for doing so, that is, knowing the return address of a letter writer, matching a name to a register, assuming that attendance at a neighbourhood meeting signifies a legitimate local interest, can be translated to virtual meeting places, but only by enlisting other actors associated with`digital signature' systems that are technically complex and unfamiliar to most Internet users. Without workable translations some of our planners foresee opacity where they expected transparency. Citizens interviewed about our EDEN scenarios also expect transparency, both in the sense that contributions to fora that have been organised by (say) a neighbourhood committee should be identifiable as such, and that the means by which politicians take account of their contributions should be visible. Others thought it essential to be able to choose not to reveal their identity publicly with their contribution. In other words, people expected the arrangements to be as flexible and controllable as they would be in the context of a public meeting. So another way to frame the communication we are concerned with is as a conversation. The ethnomethodological study of conversation has played an important role in understanding contexts of computer-mediated communication for some years (Bowers and Churcher, 1988; Herring, 1999) , and informs the rest of our analysis.
The EDEN tools are envisaged as the modules described earlier in table 1. These modules were at the outset of the project a series of`black boxes', that is, their functions were clearly delineated but the transformations required to accomplish them were elaborated only to the level of detail required to secure the project resources. They remain black boxes to the extent that different forms of processing, handled by actors with different roles, are conceived for different kinds of communications: first, for enquiries directed to an office whose e-mail address is unknown to the enquirer; second, for questions that are`frequently asked'; third, for requests for information relating to a stated location; and, fourth, for comments in response to a plan undergoing public consultation. This Guided Fora/Opinion Polling module differs in that messages and responses are considered public, displayed as a conversational`thread' in an online discussion.
This modularisation entails some shifts in the patterns of work needed to move a message along the appropriate route, but to consider what those shifts may be and what risks they pose we need to reconsider the`flow' metaphor. Its connotations are that a message begins with`the citizen' is then sent by e-mail, fax, letter, or by voice, enters the administration already in the form of a question, complaint, request, comment and so on. On entry it is routed to the appropriate office(s) depending on a match between message topic and those offices with the competencies to process it and return a response. Thus effort can be minimised by using the electronic flows associated with each module. So the Address Guesser module performs a match between the naturally expressed language of the message text, and descriptions of the core competencies of each office, then forwards the message to the office(s) that are`closest' in terms of a syntactic and semantic analysis of both. The Natural Language Map and Answer Tree modules invite`citizens' to look for the answer to their question themselves, by formulating it in terms of a place-of-interest or a question-of-interest, respectively. By contrast the Guided Fora module presents questions and issues articulated and initiated by members of the planning authority, so that the citizen can go to a virtual place to leave messages in response to these and possibly to what other citizens have stated in their responses. The authority's response to these messages is implicitly a standard one ö a redrafted policy statement or a message stating the next stage in the consultation procedure.
There are several implicit shifts going on here. First, there is the shift of work to the user of the Answer Tree who must in effect be told by the toolkit interface to look for the answer rather than have a human actor find it. This is a relatively common move and (according to our survey) much in demand by prospective users. But the interfaceas-actor must also do other work with its user. First it must tell him or her to begin the conversation by formulating their enquiry as a question, complaint, and so on; second, to work out whether it requires a personal response; third, whether it is best formulated as a topic or a place (and which topic or place); and, fourth, whether to represent themselves as customers or citizens, depending on whether they expect to get a personal response to a private concern, or to deliberate public concerns in public. Each of these choices affects the choice of module, the module's actions, and the consequent administrative role of any human actors who respond.
We are confident that these are choices that many citizens want to make and that the toolkit interface can be designed to do the required work. Our concern as evaluators is to ensure that the work done through current actor-networks is taken account of and done justice to rather than discarded. So, in keeping with the actor-network perspective we can ask, what makes an enquiry an`immutable mobile' (Latour, 1987) ? What, in other words, is the work that constitutes`handling an enquiry', namely seeing it as one kind of enquiry or another, and as the sort of enquiry that requires the movement of texts and other objects elsewhere? To consider this as work at all, we could begin (as our modules would) by taking the lines of text below as a starting point:
Dear Mr Black, According to the site of [Cityname Transport] you're the contact person for the city development area in the north of [Cityname] . As future inhabitants of that neighbourhood, we're very interested in the future developments of this area. On the internet page I found some information on the architecture competition for the new destination of the railway site. Could I get some more information on the conditions for participation? Yours sincerely, Peter White Dear Mr White, The information on the website is out of date. The City Council has decided that an autonomous public organisation [New North Cityname] We can first of all note the effort that would be needed to read these texts as aǹ enquiry related to planning' if this paper had not already gone to some lengths to discuss that. The texts are e-mail messages, anonymised for privacy reasons. Second, having read these texts as such an enquiry, it requires little effort for human actors to work out that each turn in the conversation relates to`the same' enquiry. On closer examination, though, we can see that the original question, stated as the final sentence of White's first message, is not answered by Black's response and is then reformulated in White's second message. Black's response is not to forward the message but to respond to White. The response first offers some background information as the grounds for forwarding the enquirer, and not to the office that is apparently most closely concerned, because that is an`autonomous' organisation, but to the first organisation, which is implicitly more closely tied to the city administration.
The topic of the enquiry is renegotiated in the course of the interaction and at various points is referred to`indexically', that is, by reference to a mutually understood contextöfor example White's``...will organise that project''. The extent of indexicality in naturally occurring conversation is the major focus of conversation analysis, but an intractable problem for our modules and the computational linguistics from which they are derived. Although indexicality is key to the formulation of`meaning-in-use', that lies outside the domains of syntactic and semantic analysis of words, phrases, and sentences (Levinson, 1983) .
Indexicality is also noticeable in the examples in relation to place names (for example,``As future inhabitants of that neighbourhood, we're very interested in the future developments of this area''). However, place references present our modules with other problems. Place names are frequently used in conversation to do other things than to formulate a location, for example, they may formulate an occupation, the name of an organisation (as in the`City Transport' example above), an activity, or a stage of life (as in`when I was in High School') (Schegloff, 1972) . In our example above the statement``As future inhabitants of that neighbourhood'' serves partially to formulate the sender's identity, an opening move that we have also found in other examples. In this case it serves to legitimise the enquiry as coming from someone who may properly demand the time of an employee of this city administration, the one responsible for developments affecting its future inhabitants. The interaction we have used here is of course only one example, although it was selected as`typical' by members of the administration concerned. Others illustrate far more wide-ranging possible`topics', including (to use another example) references to green zones, meadows, the planting of bombs, mad fanatics, traffic lights, and church bell towers; all in the text of a single message! Our point here is not simply to identify work that our NLP modules may not be able to perform with total accuracy. We have been concerned with the mutability of citizens' texts. Our example shows that what lends them their continuing status as enquiries is a negotiated mutual understanding among collaborating actors and actants about what the message is (a question, a complaint, a comment), which substantive topic from all those that may be identified`in the text' is the one that needs a response; and which locations the parties to the interaction can legitimately and knowledgeably comment on. A key point stressed by conversation analysts over the last three decades is that the places and topics of mutual concern to interactants are not necessarily formulated`correctly' in a single opening statement, that is, to both parties' mutual intelligibility given the task at hand. They become relevantly formulated in successive moves through which misunderstandings can be`repaired'. That is, certain shared-incommon assumptions are used to formulate (for example) location references but, because there are many ways of formulating the`same' location, the relevant one may require a succession of questions and responses to be seen as mutually recognisable. Crucially, the`conversational repair' of place references also depends on the mutual recognition of each party's membership of a territorially based, and hence mobility-based, environment of places (neighbourhoods, landmarks). It is this membership that is the basis of the shared-in-common knowledge that allows a relevant formulation to be worked out at all (Schegloff, 1972) .
So what practical implications does this have? The first relates to the capabilities that are inscribed in the Address Guesser module. Our focus on the mobility of enquiries along their route leads us to the concern that, in the case of wrongly`guessed' addresses and even in the case of correctly guessed ones, the reason for any particular office being selected as the`correct' place to send an enquiry and have it dealt with competently is not available to either party as a resource for the repair of either place or topic formulations. In other words, the preferred reason for using the Address Guesser is that the sender does not know which particular office to contact. So the basis for initiating a conversation with that particular office may not be stated in such a way that the participants can use it to formulate place references relevantly. That is, without putting more effort (that is, further turns) into conversational repair than would be required if the message were routed via a human actor, or the conversation carried out by telephone.
Our second implication relates to the`black box' characteristics of the four modules which, as we noted earlier, presume different routes and consequences for texts that are variously classed as private`questions' or public`comments'. We argued earlier that this classification must be performed by the interface as an actor. It must in other words lead the user/citizen to respond competently and in knowledge of the consequences. This seems especially critical for the competent use of the Natural Language Map, as to retrieve the plans, visualisations, or other documents relating to the relevant place means first stating a place reference that is (a) restricted to what the user wants to know about and (b) formulated relevantly vis-a© -vis the locations recorded against the stored texts. Third and in relation to all of the modules, this classificatory effort on the part of user and interface is a necessary but insufficient condition for obtaining an adequate response because, as our example has shown, the contextually relevant response depends on whether the`enquiry' text as a whole is read by a competent member as a question to be answered directly, a request for information available elsewhere, or (say) a rhetorical question that should be taken as a complaint and recorded as such.
These may seem abstract and speculative concerns but they do tie in with comments we received from administration officers on the scenarios we used in the requirements analysis. Our claims above about the indeterminacy of enquiry and response classifications (as questions, comments, etc, and as private/public) coincide with the experiences of our prospective users. To quote one planner,``in legal terms comments are queries to public authorities ... to be treated and answered by these authorities'', and from another potential user``If my question just reflects a technical doubt then anyone of the administration could answer, but if it had a political content who could take the responsibility to give a formal written answer?''
The consequences of our analysis have yet to be fully realised in the EDEN programme of action. However, their immediate effect has been that the black-boxed modules of the EDEN toolkit have become`open black boxes' (Star, 1992) . That is, faced with the need to configure them to fit the varying local practices of five city pilotsites, communications between the globally defined modules are being reassessed. To accommodate the desired workarounds, the Address Guesser's`guessed addresses' are to be made available to the sender of an enquiry before it is routed; a kind of`manual override' that offers users the opportunity to use the common sense that nonhuman actors do not possess. Other changes include providing a route for the moderator of a Guided Forum to forward a publicly made comment so that a private response can be considered by a colleague; and providing routes between Address Guesser and the Answer Tree. Our efforts to translate the work and interests of EDEN's human actors should, in effect, lead to improved collaboration between our nonhuman ones.
Conclusions
We have explored in this paper various kinds of mobility and their`representational politics' in the design and proposed uses of EDEN, a software toolkit intended to enhance communication and participation in decisions about urban planning. In both its design and use, citizens' representations of their interests need to be translated into mobile form, and moved by human and nonhuman actors through a virtual and physical topology of offices, residences, and meeting places. And in both respects, digital and physical resources need to be mobilised to make the relevant decisions, facts, or options accessible and comprehensible to those who are deemed to need or want them. The shaping of EDEN as a`virtual place' is still ongoing, and its relation to others in the various digital cities of our participating authorities is still debated. In describing aspects of the EDEN toolkit and its requirements analysis and evaluation issues we have highlighted, first, politics of representation. These apply to both the design and the usage of virtual places for participation in planning processes. In virtual places, as in real ones, the influence brought to bear on the outcome is contingent on the arrangement of people and things in space. And the design of the virtual is framed by practitioners and students of planning and/or systems design as a means of moving subcategories of`the citizens' in and between the categories of`who can take part' and who should take part'. The requirements analysis process`has politics' that become inscribed in the representations of the proposed tools and in the artifacts used by its would-be human actors to participate in its development.
Through reflection on our own role as`heterogeneous engineers' and by describing limited examples from our work-in-progress we have tried to show that politics of representation and representations are inextricably intertwined. Arguably this is so for the design of any artifact, but we argue that it is especially significant for the design of urban e-democracy, and not just because the actors' conceptions of democracy provide the grounds for the design argument, and both its subject and object. If EDEN's incipient sociotechnical network is to enhance communication and participation, its actors' status and influence depends on how representative they are seen to be. Citizens' and administrations' representations of place have to be mobile, in the sense that their formulations of location and topic need to be intelligible to each other and to our nonhuman actors (the EDEN modules), for their demands to be circulated to`the right place'. We hope to have demonstrated that, regardless of whether places for urban planning are seen as`virtual' or`physical',`p laces are not just attached to space, they are diasporic, they travel with us and with the materials through which they are articulated'' (Hetherington 1997, page 197) . To work they have to be made mobile. Representations of them make their placing, ordering, and naming knowable to others who live and work there, a substrate for acts of political representation.
